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RESTING ON THE HARVEST

T~IS is the only tim~ during ~e year_when. food is. relatively plentiful
m the country. The harvestmg of the khanf crop 1S almost completed

by the end of January, and prices either steady or tend to fall at least for
a few brief weeks. This time, prices--certainly all over northern India, and
even at a few centres in the South-have tumbled quite a bit in the
course of the last two months. The drop was only natural; in this
pO'orcountry, market forces, reflecting the severely limited purchasing power

. - of overwhelming sections of the commimity, were sooner or later bound to
assume the ceI1tral role in price determination. There is no question that,
despite aberrations here and there, this has been another year of fairly good
harvest, leading to extensive dishoarding of stocks by traders and big farmers.
The lack of rains in recent weeks might affect somewhat the prospects of
the rabi crop, but assured irrigation in Punjab. Haryana and West Uttar
Pradesh would still provide a base fdr a respectable outtum of wheat,
especially if even a quarter of all that the. Government claims in regard to
the so-called high-yielding varieties of seeds turns out to be true.

Still, the problems that have been there will continue to be there. The
Centre and the States continue to dispute each others' estimates of produc-
tion; to the extent this difference is riot resolved, planning of food policy
remains a wobbly exercise. In New Delhi, the Ministry of Food and Agri-
culture keeps on making coy suggestions that food production this year could
even exceed last year's level. At the same time, Rajasthan claims a
decline in its output by at least 3 million toones; the Andhra Pradesh
Agriculture Minister would not admit the State's rice production
to be anything mOre than two-thirds of the 1967-68 output; Haryana offi-
cials have gone on record that production in- their State too would be below
'last year's output by one-tenth or thereabouts.

The-real part of the trouble is Mr Jagjivan Ram's ambivalence. When
it is a question of cJaiming credit in the pre-election season, he is all for
trotting out figures-real, imaginary or notional-which supposedly prov~
the mighty nature of the Green Revolution "sweeping" the countryside. But
when deciding on the level of procurement prices, his fears and doubts
suddenly surface : the Revolution is yet to come; unless the consumers are
willing to pay high incentive prices to the "progressive" farmers, the short-
term gains may all evaporate, therefore-Mr Jagjivan Ram is sweet reason-
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gency. The Congress, alas, is given
to "craze for foreign", it only believes
in. importable cushions.
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tact by all-party regional bodies and
a nation-wide strike on February 12.
The strike will be a sort of referendum
on whether people want the elections,
based on the Basic Democratic Consti-
tution, or not. Judging from the tempo
of the movement, which has forced
Air Marshal Asghar Khan and Mr
Justice Murshed to declare themselves
on the boycott-election side, the Feb-
ruary 12 strike will not be the last.
As each defiance of prohibitory orders
leads to police 'violence there is call

-for another strike, and fresh blood
letting. The police in East Pakistan
do not seem to be reliable. The 'para-
military East Pakistan Rifles have gone
into action, and last week the Army
was asked to help the civilian autho-
rities in Dacca and Narayanganj as
a 24-hour curfew was enforced. The
smell of blood is in the air also in
Karachi, Lahore and elsewhere but the
political climate is invigorating, and
some people on this side of the border
may be recalling the early part pf
1966 with regret that the momentum
was allowed to be lost. It would not
be beside the point to stress that East
Pakistan has been free from commu-
nal trouble, though this country is not.

Docking, On Earth
The New Year began well for the

Russians in space as the old ended
with an American triumph. Soyuz 4
and 5 accO'mplished a splendid techno-
logical feat, though the solemnity of
the occasion was somewhat violated
when at the moment of docking, as
the nose of one spacecraft was put in-
to the socket in the rear of the other,
one of the cosmonauts cried out
"raped I raped I" Let that pass.
Some people might prefer this earthi-
ness to recitations from the Book of
Genesis.

What about the rest of the year ?
How to' explain th~ strange shooting
incident' during the motorcade of the
cosmonauts? What did the man seek
to Ifegister-a protest against what one
can call the space madness 'of the
Kremlin Q.r a gesture of dissent over
events in another fraternal socialist
country? Or was the shooter just a
lunatic in this year of the Moon ?

CloudsCumulous

ableness itself-let procurement prices
continue to be high even if market
prices are crashing all over.

In the matter of setting procure-
ment targets-and ensuring that these
are realised-New Delhi demonstrates
the same curious lethargy. "Floods" President Ayub is in for it. What
and "droughts" eat into the estimates looked liKe a spasmodic upheaval in
of food production at the time whe1l.· November has lasted far too long to
decisions are reached on procurement inspire confidence that it will peter
targets, which are accordingly swiftly out, leaving the military-bureaucratic
scaled down. And it seems that it is class to rule the mast as before.
nobody's business to see whether the Minor concessions have not heltPed in
States are applying themselves to the least. What the people want is a
meet even these truncated targets. restructuring of the system.
There is plenty of rice this year in There are, as here, many parties in
Uttar Pradesh, and plenty of maize Pakistan which do not see eye to eye
too; but reports indicate the State with one another on fundamental
Government has already stopped issues. But for the time being most
procurement, and is allowing, in some opposition parties are represented in
cases, grain to, move out of the State. the Democratic Action Committee,
Production in Bihar is likely to touch with the exception of the Bhas~ani
~ record level in 1968-69; but, again, wing of the National Awami Party and
the record of procurement is exceed- Mr Bhutto's Pakistan People's Party.
ingly poor, even more so than in PPP wants to contest the elections to
Uttar Pradesh. which the DAC is opposed. _The

It is frightening. to find this example Bhashani wing of the NAP has -decid-
of how far happy-go-lucky Mrs Indira ed to side with the DAC, without, join-
Gandhi's Government can be. Pri- ing it. The reason for the reservation is
ces an~ generally quiet during this that the eight-point programme of the
season, the mid-term elections have DAC, the Dacca Charter of Demands
to be fought, the Americans have as it is called, does not stress the eco-
promised 2-3 million ton!les of wheat nomi.c aspirations of the people.
during the- first half of the year, the Under the eight points the DAC wants
pressure on public distribution has a federal parliamentary .system of
temporarily reached, and the Congress Government, direct elections on the
leaders conclude that all is happy basis of adult franchise, immediate
with the world. Somebody should withdrawal of the state of emergency,
ask the Congress leaders-and Mr restoration of civil liberties and release
Jagjivan Ram in particular-to study of political detenus, xestoration of the
the rainfall cycle in the country. We right of workers to strike and collective
now have had two consecutive years bargainIng and freedom of the Press.
of good rains and moderately good Maulana Bhashani thinks that though
harvests; if statistical probability has the programme provides a skeleton, it
any signi'ficance, the chances are that, lacks a body because there is no stress
in the coming-year-that is 1969-70 on a socialist regime which will pro-, .
-rains would be niggardly, inevitably tect the interests of workers and pea-
dragging down the level of food out- sants. It may be that the units of the
put. It would be altogether impos- DAC are so divided in their approach
sible for the hulaballoo of the New to foreign policy that they want to
Agricultural Strategy to stave off keep silent about socialism and the
such a fall in production. Prices demand that Pakistan annul all
would then start soaring from the military pacts. The eight-point pro-
third quarter of the year. With gramme does not force eac,h party to
slightly greater enthusiasm shown for spell out its attitude to foreign powers.
procurement during the current sea-- Whatever differences may surface
son, we could have provided ourselves again later, the DAC has drawn up a
with a cushion against this contin- programme which involves mass con-
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A correspondent writes:
Whoever hit the idea, hit it well.

The Saturday fair at the Maidan is
getting - larger every week since it
started five weeks ago. The sponsors of
the fair have learnt their one-up-man-
ship thoroughly. We have heard of
dormant partners of a firm, but. here
we see dormant managers as well, for
the sponsors prefer to say that no
person or group in /p,articular is run-
ning the show. They do not claim
the fathership of the fair, not because
they consider it a bastard culture, a
cross between pop American and the
18th century Bengal, but because
they are 1l10dest and do not like to
see the spontaneity and popular parti-
cipation spoilt for mere advancement
of personal fame of the sponsors.
Some say, the merits of the organisers
are duly taken note of 'by those who
count, but maybe the detractors are
jealous. I

The fact remains, the fair is drawing
in a !J.umber of anonymous people
who are supposed to represent the
neglected suburban culture. They are
pushipg out the handful of mini-cele-
brities who started the cultural carnival
and taking over the responsibility of
entertaining the elite of Calcutta.
Harassed husbands of the city who are
hard put to entertain their wives on
Saturdays are glad that they are offer-
ed a new medium of cultural activity.
But as Calcutta luck would have it,
what the new medium /purveys is caus-
ing some squeamishness. Poetry as if
is recited at the Maidan, songs as they
are sung, debates as they are argued,'
paintings as they are auctioned have
succeeded in impressing few. It is the
commonest sight at the fair that peo-
ple are hurrying from .one point to
another. That they flock in and out is
not because they do not want to miss
any of the shows but probably be-
cause it takes some guts to stand im-
becility at a stretch of more than
thirty seconds.

All the same, the fair is becoming
p~ular. The gathering which used to
be measured by hundreds in the initial
weeks is nieasured now by thousands.

thinks that Singapore itself is 41defen-
1\ible and "it is just a waste of money
trying to build a defence there." The
burden of his latest contention is that
the installations of the proposed joint-
defence should be stationed on Malay-
sian soil, as Singapore's freedom
could be defended only there.

Notwithstanding his habitual noise
about Chinese expansionism the Tunku
is adult enough to know where the
real threat to his rule lies. The fact
that most of the insurgents in the
early sixties were Chinese and his own
Malay racism make him see in every
Chinese citizen a rebel. Singapore
with its overwhelming Chinese popu-
lation could never hope to enjoy his
trust. No wonder that Malaysia
would now refuse to leave the huge
naval base· at Singapore in Mr/Lee
Kuan Yew's care. The sovereignty of
the base, the Tunku proposes, should
be on a five-Power basis-including
Britain, Australia and New Zealand
as well as Malaysia-to ensure that
Singapore never lets the base fall into
'wrong hands'. Racism apart, the de-
fence arrangement in reality has more
.to do ~ith the economy than with
military protection. The British base
in Singapore with its labour-intensive
operations representing 20 per cent
of Singapore's economy is as vital to
Singapore as it is. alluring to Kuala
Lumpur, with the problem of unem-
ployment hal;1nting both. Maintenance
of the giant army base in the Terendak
camp in Malaysia where the grass cut-
ting bill alone comes to £ 19,000 a
year-at the expense of the 'five,
Powers would help to shore up the
Malaysian economy. This camp, which
has been training New Zealanders for
the Vietnam w~r, has- an earning
potential in a troubled Asia.

Meanwhile, Britain is engaged in
an unseemly manoeuvre to pressurize
Malaysia to buy British Lightnings in-
stead of French Mirage aircraft. Lon-
don threatens that purchase of the
French aircraft, would mean snapping
of Malay-BrJtish ties in matters of
defence and security. In other words
Britain, the leader of the Common-
wealth, would be concerned about the
security of her friends only if that
fattens her industrialists.

The Lunar Year, alas, will not be
trouble free. There is the unfinished
business of Czechoslovakia. One
thought one could write it off, noting
how the leaders of that. country were
involved in an exercise of gradual sur-
render of sovereignty in the name of
serving the real interests of the people.
But the workers and students 'seem to
have different notions about what
these interests are. Jan Palach, what-
ever be his ideology, has started a
sequence whose outcome is hard to
/predict. A limited suicide wave is
on, and this Asiatic phenomenon c,!n
disturb even a pragmatic country like
Czechoslovakia. One thing is becom-
ing clear: the Czechoslovaks are get-
ting disillusioned with those who chose
to endure national ignominy with a
whimper. What in August and after-
wards _was a national confrontation
between Moscow and Prague is turning
into an internal protest against the
capitulationist Czech leadership. Per-
haps, contrary to S(peculation, the Rus-
sians will not again intervene in
force--the May communist summit,
that Rubaiyat of Kosygin and Brezh-
nev, is much too close--but leave the
Czech leaders to tackle the tormented
situation. This will not be an easy
job in view of the closer links between
students and workers. Moscow-Pra-
gue docking will be a difficult thing.
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Not So United
Hardly anybody expects important

decisions about Rhodesia to emerge
from the periodic tamasha called the
Commonwealth conference. But the
occasion this year helped to explode
the myth of commonness existing bet-
ween some nations. At the end of the
five-Power defence talks in Kuala
Lumpur in June last year it was de-
clared by Malaysia and Singapore that
their defence was "indivisible and
reqHired close and continuing co-
operation between the two". Bri-
tain blessed the decision .and pro-
mised to leave intact all the fixed
installations in Malaysia and elsewhere
in the region, Barely six months after
the declaration Tunku Abdul Rahman
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·at the Centre is false and any stability
resulting fr9m Congress victories in
these States would prove equally false.
The example of Haryana is there for
all to see. Did the mid-term elections
bring any stability despite a Congress
majoritl ?

Mrs Gandhi's crash. campaign in
the States should therefore make little
difference to Congress fortunes. The
slogan of stability has not impres-
sed the electorate. What looks inevi-
table is a new phase of uneasy, ~por-
tunist coalitions and the resultant
confusion.

When the mid-term elections are
over, the Syndicate would mount pres-
sure for a Cabinet reshuffle at the _.
Centre. Mr Nijalingappa began the
drive when he met the· Prime Minister
to urge the inclusion of Mr Kamaraj
in it. Mrs Gandhi wants Mr Kama-
raj to disengage liimself from the
Syndicate which has suffered a loss of
stature and back her instead. This
imminent defection by Mr Kamaraj
is being eulogised by the Left Estab-
lishment as something of an Indira- _
Kamaraj axis, no one knows to what
purpos~ Whether My Kamaraj would
ditch the Syndicate is hard to say now.
Mr S. K. Patil is likely to enter the
Lok Sabha soon through a by-election
and Mr !\tulya Ghosh is reported set
on entering the Rajya Sabha through
the overdue biennial elections. The
Syndicate would have rehabilitated
itself in the formal sense. But it is not
a going concern any more.

The Left Establishment has taken
lliPon itself the role of "managing"
Mr Kamaraj as it did until two years _
ago when he led the party to a land-
slide defeat.

Whatever the composition of the
Cabinet, (assuming Mr Kamaraj en-
ters it) 'the next three years' would
witness unprecedented political confu- .
sion at the Centre. There are al-
ready inspired' stories that Mrs Gan-'

FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

False Stability

View From Delhi

THE lfirst hundred days, the thou-
sand days and now three years.

We have never recorded the land-
marks in Mrs Indira Gandhi's tenure
as Prime Minister, thanks to the effi-
cient public relations in New Delhi.
What we have witnessed in three years
is the emergence of a quasi-presiden-
tial rule of Mrs Indira Gandhi and
the gradual corrosion of Cabinet func-
tioning. There is no Cabinet func-
tioning worth the name but only the
manipulation of factional interests. No
wonder so many decisions are hanging
fire and so many issues remain to be
clinched, ranging from the type of
aircraft that would replace lAC's
Caravelles to whether the Bill to ban
comp.any donations to political parties
would be passed at all.

The Left Establishment, as w~s to
be expected, has taken upon itself the
role of managing Mr Kamaraj in New
Delhi and there are inspired sugges-
tions of an "Indira-Kamaraj" axis
coming into being I That might please
Moscow but would make little "tliffer-
ence to the Cabinet functioning.

Mrs Gandhi's three years have also
,witnessed the ascendancy of the Prime
'Minister's Secretariat as something of
a super-Cabinet. Handpicked officials
are kno~n to have determined the
course of !policy, which again is inevi-
table in the kind of power structure
that obtains at the Centre now.

The three years were used by the
Prime Minister more to consolidate
her position in office and to strengthen
her hold over the party than to solve
issl!es. There is no sense of priorities
in her "new look" functioning though
she resents anyone so much as sug-
gesting that the Government is incapa-
ble of decisions.

The Prime Minister is stable and is
therefore in a position to hold out the
promise of stability in the States which
go to mid-term polls if they return the
Congress to power. But the stability

The idea was unquestionably good.
Spontaneity, direct communication" go-
ing back to pre-literate tribalism and
so on. The sponsors of the fair; who-
ever they are, must have grown sick
of the print age. They want to revive
the shock of spoken language, of an
open confrontation. Prof. McLuhan
says, this is it. Print age man; he says,
sees a thing at a time in consecutive se-
quences. But contemporary man wants
to experience numerous forces of
communication simultaneously, thro-
ugh more than one sense. When
a person reads he just sees black
print unless he is the intelligent ty!pe.
But when he listens to the poet at the
Saturday Maidan, he listens to the
poetry (unless he is distracted by
some other noise), he sees the ear-
splitting grin of the poet (it is diffi-
cult to find anyone in the fair, either
the performer or the perfomed upon,
who is not grinning, more or less), he
sees the poet's 'pretty wife, cousin or
friend who is fascinated by the hold
of the poet over the elite; his appre-
ciation of poetry or songs or paintings
is heightened by monkey-tricks (lite-
rally so) played behind him. The
visual and t~ auditory senses are in
full play. The new medium envelops
everybody, asking him to participate.
Prof. McLuhan believes that such a
multi-sensory existence is' bringing a
return to the primitive man's emphasis
on the sense of touch, which' he and
possibly the dormant managers of the
Saturnalia consider the primary sense.

This should give the sociologists of
Calcutta an occupation for a while.
Some sadhus gaze at dead bodies,
preferably rotting, to develop a revul-
sion to life. Are the educated folks
of Calcutta driven by some such
urge? The jmmense interest they are
taking in the stupidest versions of
poetry, song and drama defy any
other explanation. The, products of
Calcutta University mostly, they seem
to be attracted by poets with weird
looks uttering fearful words which can
be heard if the wind is favourable, by
girls who look more scared than "with
it" and by a host of performers who,
it is reliably imagined, will strip if
mere clowning fails to draw.



dhi wauld prefer a caalition with the
CPI but nat with the SSP Or the
Jana Sangh in the States where the
Cangress wauld be abliged to. seek
caalitian allies. To. that extent the
CPI's pasitian is being campromised
at the Centre. .

What is imminent after the mid-
term electians is the campletian af
the pracess af realignment af parties
which has begun in the States. The
CPI nd the CPI (M) have came
tagether except in Punjab. The PSP
and the SSP are claser in Bihar and
Uttar Pradesh than they were in 1967.

_ The Jana Sangh .and the Akalis have
struck a deal in Punjab isalating the
cammunists and cammunist oppar-
tunism af the pas~ is caming hame to.
raast. That leaves the Cangress with
the numerous splinter groups af ex-
Cangressmen.

After the mid-term electians, it
wauld be a Gaya Ram phase in mast
af the States. Individuals from mat-
ley graups ranging fram the Lak
Dal and Bangia Cangress in West
Bengal to. the Bharatiya Kranti Dal
in Uttar Pradesh wauld defect to. the
Cangress if the parties they belang to.
do. nat came to. terms with the Cang-
ress far a caalitian. If this is the kind
af stability Mrs Gandhi and the Cang-
ress have in mind, it shauld indeed be
passible.

There are reparts in New Delhi af
large amaunts af Soviet maney flaw-
ing to. help the candidates af a certain

- nan-cammunist party in West Bengal
and the party's new faund salicitude.
far cultural relatians with the Saviet
Unian is amusing many. The Centre
seems to. have same evidence af this
and recently it alerted all the faur
mini-general electian States abaut pas-
sible fareign interference ane way ar
the ather in the caming electians.
Already, Mr Chavan awes Parliament
a statement an what the Harne Minis-
try has inferred abaut the rale af
fareign maney in the 1967 electians.
This time there seems to. be greater
saphisticatian in the funnelling af
fareign maney to. help select indivi-
duals ar parties.

January 26, 1969
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Power Through
Elections?
ABDUL GAFAR

DURING Warld War II India was
passing thraugh a revalutianary

crisis. In rural areas in variaus parts
af the cauntry the peasants with the
help af cammunist warkers were
themselves initiating iPowerful agrari:;m
mavements. The Telengana mave-
ment in Andhra, the Tebhaga struggle
in Bengal, particularly in Susang and
Kakdwip, and kis31nunrest at varia us
ather places were fast develaping into.
a revalutianary upsurge. Strikes in
cities and industrial areas were assum-
ing vast prapartians. Stuqents and
ather yauths were becaming restive ,all
aver the cauntry and djscantent amang
Gavernment emplayees was spreading
fast.

In 1946 the starm brake. The men
af the Rayal Indian Navy mutinied.
The warkers af Bambay declared a
general strike and jained the mutineers.
The fire was abaut to. spread through-
aut the cauntry. The sepays af the
Indian Army were in a mutinaus
maad. The INA mavement was at'
its height. Thraughaut the whale
cauntry the British administratian was
tattering. British afficers and adminis-
tratars were terrified at the praspects
af anather 1857. The naval insur-
gents wellt to. the Cammunist Party
headquarters in Bambay and asked it
to. lead the mavement.

What :did the party leaders 'tIa ~
They gat panicky and handed qver the
insurgents to. Gandhi-~'innah-Patel,
who. in their turn betrayed them to.
the British.

Then came the betrayal af the
Telengana .agrarian revalutian. On
Octaber 22, 1951, a statement an
behalf af the Central Cammittee and
the Andhra Pradesh Cammittee af the
Party said that they had decided "to.
advise the Telengana peasantry and
the fighting partisans to. stap all
partisan actians and to mabilise the
entire peaple far an effective participa-
tian in the ensuing general electian to.
raut the C<,m~ess at the palls."

---...

In the same year the Cammunist
Party adapted its first pragramme af
"Peaple's Demacracy" and also. its
electian manifesto.. The far mer
declared: "Our party regards as quite
mature the task af replacing the pre--
sent anti-demacratic and anti-papular
Gavernment by a new Gavernment af
Peaple's Demacracy created af a caali-
tian af all demacratic, anti-feudal and
anti-imperialist farces in the cauntry,
capable af effectively guaranteeing the
rights af the peaple, af giving land to.
the peasants gratis." The pragramme
did nat mentian haw the new Gavern-
ment af Peaple's Demacracy wauld
came abaut.

What was kept I vague in the pro-
gramme was made clear in the Electian
Manifesto., that the party wauld bring
abaut a gavernment af Peaple's Dema-
cracy by parliamentary means. The
party leaders kept up the revalutianary
slagan af Peaple's Demacracy but at
the same time canalised the party
activities alang the parliamentary path.
Since then the CPI t and also. the
CPI (M) since 1964] has been fallaw-
ing this path, s'preading the illusian
that Peaple's Demacracy can be
brought abaut thraugh elections and
po. revalutian is necessary~

Wherever there have been parlia-
mentary electians, Marxists generally
have participated in them; but in can-
ditians af acute revalutianary crisis
Jthey' have also. baycatted electians.
The first Duma electian was baycatted
by the Balsheviks, but in subsequent
electians ithey participated in them.
The Balsheviks, hawever, did nat go.
to. the Dum~ .in arder to. take part in
its "legislative" wark as the Menshe-
viks did, but far the purpase af utiliz-
ing .it as a platfarm in the interests af
the revalutian. As Lenin put it,

"T~e immediate palitical aims af
Sacial Demacracy in the Duma are
(a) to. ex:plain to. the peaple the utter
uselessness af the Duma as a means
af achieving the demands af the pra-
letariat and the revalutianary petty
baurgeaisie, specially the peasantry;
(b) to.. explain to. the peaple the im-
:passibility af achieving palitical free-
dam by parliamentary means as lang
as the real pawer remains in the hands
af the Tsarist gavernment, and to. ex-
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plain the inevitability of an open strug- ment of a United Front Ministry. This State, of course, has the power to ac-
gle of the masses against the armed also is an exhausting and all-embrac- quire or take possession of property
forces of absolutism, the assumption ing game. Whether the communist for public use only, but in that case it
of power by the masses and the con- leaders understood tbe signi'ficance of must pay compensation. The sacrifice
vocation of a constituent assetnbly." this parliamentary game or not, the involved in the payment of compensa-
(Works, 13, p 129). . representatives of the ruling class knew tion is the sacrifice of all the indivi- .

In their approach to elections do it quite well. Rajagopalachari told duals of the community minus the pri-
the CPI leaders follow Marxisyprin- his colleagues at that time- "If you vate owners. In other words, even
ciples? In 1850, Marx had insisted want to make the communists harm- the power of the State is restricted in
that communists must fight the elec- less, make them MPs !" r~spect of certain individuals, the pro-
tions singlehanded and must bring In 1894 Engels warned the Italian ,perty owners. The protection. guarant-
their party point of view, their whole socialist leader Turati regarding the eed as a fundamental Tight under our
programme, in short, their revolution- question of a coalition government Constitution is not restricted to Indian
ary attitude before the public. He with republican parties (i.e. with the owners of private property alone. It
said : "Even in constituencies. where bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie). extends to foreigners also-British,
there is no prospect of our candidate By such participation, Engels said, the American, German dc. That is to
being elected, the workers must never- working class party will not only be say, foreign imperialist interests are
theless put up candidates in order to fotted to share all the infamies and also protected by the Constitution.
maintain their independenc~, to steel treachery of others, but also "their In short, the existing Indian pro-
their forces, and to bring their revolu- presence in the government completely perty relations, i.e. the entire system
(ionary attitude and party views before paralyses the revolutionarr action of of exploitation, cannot be changed;
the public. They must not allow them- the working class which they' claimed they nmst remain untouched. Which
scfves to be diverted from this work they represented." (Marx-Engels Cor- means our whole production system
by thc stock argument that to split respondence,:p 555). cannot advance. Our Constitution
the vote of the democrats means assist- How prophetic these words of guarantees, says Dr Dhirendranath
ing the reactionary parties. All such Engels were when considered in the - Sen, that "the exploited must not only
talk is but calculated to cheat the pro- light of the working of the United allow themselves to be exploited, but . ~
letariat. The advance which the pro- Front ministries under the leadership pay compensation for any impairment
letarian party will make through its of the Communist Party in Kerala and of the exploiters' fundamental right to
independent political attitude is infi- West Bengal' exploit the human material no less
nitely more important than the advant- Both the communist patties of India, than the country's material resources,"
age of having a few more reactionaries the Right as well as the bracketed (From Raj to Swaraj, p 109). ./
in national representation." (A Hand- Marxist, proclaim that when they win Our Parliament and Assemblies are
book of Marxism, edited by Emile a majority of the seats and form a the creatures of this Cons~tution,
Burns, 68-9). UF government, they will accentuate When the election manifestos of both

class struggle. When they will become the communist parties promise that
United Front Ministers, they declare, they will pass they will bring about radical changes

Instead of contesting single-handed, many good laws in the interest of the if they obtain a parliamentary maj6-
the CPI forms a united front with all people which will nafurally be oppos- rity, the leaders know they are lying.
sorts of nondescript parties most of ed by the Congress, capitalists, jotedars To form a UF ministry under the pre-
which are opportunistic and petty- and blackmarkpeers. Then the Minis- sent Constitution means that it will
bourgeois and even with bourgeois ters will call upon the people to inten- have to support, willingly or unwill-
and feudal parties like the BangIa sify their struggle. ingly, the class interests of the mono-
Congress. In the CP Programme it But in fact the moment the poly capitalists and of their feudal
was declared that the party will unite- communist leaders form a coalition allies and their foreign overlords, .and
all the anti-feudal and anti-imperialist ministry they undertake to work ac- hence it will have to go against the

. forces. These forces are equated with \ cording to the bourgeois Constitution interests of the people. We have
the left parties, and an opportunist and all that it implies. In such a case seen in West Bengal how a United
alliance is formed with them only for they have no alternative but to work Front Ministry could shoot down even
the sake of winning the elections' in cooperation with the bureaucracy. women when the peasants fought for
Discarding peasants' and workers' This is the main contradiction in their land in Naxalbarl and workers
movement, party leaders devoted their which the UF Ministers are trapped for their rights in Ranaghat, Nabad-
entire effort to bringing about 'unity' and they cannot come out of it. wip and Dum Dum, while they could
with the spurious left parties, and in What is the main characteristic of not touch the jotedars, _mahajans and
that process they sacrificed the funda- the Indian Constitution? By Article blackmarketeers who were openly de-
mental Marxist principle of unity. 31, like all bourgeois constitutions, it fying the laws of the land and starv- ~

Then comes the question of the gives all protection to private property ing the people.
formation of an alternative govern- by whatever means it is acquired. The After 10 months ,of "Marxist" rule
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in Kerala, her Chief Minister told the It is the attitude to Parliament and
- Washington Post correspondent: "peo- parliamentarism that decides whether

pie today have even les~ food a party is Mraxist or revisionist. The
(and that at a higher cost) than 10 CPI has openly declared its faith in'
months ago. The problem of unem- Parliament; it has proclaimed. that
ployment and lack of all-round econo- it will bring socialism by peaceful
mic develo.pment has also become means through Parliament. It has /
worse during the last 10 months." undertaken the noble task 6f rescuing
(People's ,Democracy, January 14, Parliament from the hands of reaction-
1%8). The recard of 28 month's rule aries and turn it into a People's Par-
of the previous Kerala UF Gavefn- liament. In 1962 under its domi-
ment'in 1957-59 also demonstrates natian the Party's Electian Manifesto

I haw impatent these papular Ministries declared: "The Communist Party of
are under the present Constitutian. India is deeply interested in the
So far as the achievem~nt af the UF strengthening of our parliam(lntary
Government in West Bengal is con- system both in farm as well as can-
cerned, the less said the better. lent."

Sometimes cammunist leaders, bath That the bracbted Marxist leaders,
Right and Left, do admit that they are nat lesser devatees af revisianist
cannot bring abaut fundamental parliamentarism can be clearly seen
changes' through the present Constitu- fram their 1964 Programme, which

I tian .. But, they assert, they can at says, that thaugh baurgeais demacracy
least give some relief to. the peaple always rem~ins a demacracy for the ex-
and do. some gaad to them. Their plaiting rich and a wardy formality, and
performance in Kerala and West Ben- a shadow far the toiling paor, "uni-
gal has shown that they cannot do. versal adult franchise, parliament and
even that much, unless they cansider State legislatures can serve as instru-
giving a few licences and a few Gov- ments of the people and the parties
ernment flats to their cronies as doing which represent their interests. The

'gaad to the peaple. threat comes from the exploiting class-
Taday- even the best of parliaments, es. It is they who undermine the par-

those of England, France, West Ger- liamentary system both fram within
many, the USA, have been reduced to and without ... when the people be-
impotent and farcical institutions. gin to use parliamentary institutions
Aitkins, a British MP, called the for advancing their cause and they
House of Commons an "idiotic cir- fall away from the influence of the
cus." (The Statesman, July 28, reactionary bourgeoisie and landlords,
1966). The Spectator of June 7, these classes do not hesitate to tram-

- 1968 wrote, "The French Parliament, pIe underfoot parliamentary democracy
it is true, has become almost an irre- as was done in Kerala in 1959 ... It
levance, but then so (r~grettably) is is of 'utmost importance that parlia-
the House of Commons at the present. mentary and democratic institutions
time." If this is the case with the best are defended in the interest of the peo-
of parliaments, what is the position of pIe against such threats, and that such
the fake Indian Parliament where institutions are skilfully utilised in
not even 5% of the MPs open combination with extra-parliamentary
their mouths? And what a tremend- activities." (pp 28-29).
ous burden on the Indian people to True, the threat from the ruling
maintain this huge institution for which class is assuming a more and mOre
they have to spend crores of their alarming character. But is :parliamen-
money every year. Actually, the ad- tary politics the best way to counter
ministration is run by the various the threat? Is not the programme of
bureaucratic and autocratic depart- People's Democratic Revolution the
ments ana army, police and courts only effective and! valid alternative to

- over which Parliament and the Assem- that threat at this time of 'deep
'I blies have very little control. Parlia- national crisis? the Programme of

. ment, moreover, cannot change at aU the CPI (M) is basically a revisionist
.the existing property relations. parlianwntai:y programme' and it
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throws the perspective and the tasks of
a -People's Democratic· Revolution far
into the background, as if it is a
matter of the distant future. In the
process the :party isolates itself from
the people.

The CPI (M) report on Tasks on
the Kisan Front (April 1967) opens
with the sentence: "The biggest
weakness in the present Indian situa-
tion is manifested in tlie extremely
poor state of the kisan movement and
its organisation on different levels."
Again their Election Review and
Party's T..asks (April 1967) states:
"That we are weak in working class
organisation (trade unions etc) has
been once more revealed....... In
rural areas our organisation, party as
well as mass organisation, was not
strong enough to counteract Congress
propaganda. In vast areas we
do not exist at all." (p. 39). '

In Maharashtra, which had been
the party headquarters for more than
25 years, which gave rise to the most
militant working class movement and
from where come such stalwart leaders
like Dange and Rat)adive, of a total of
270 Assembly seats the CPI (M)
could put up only II candidates of
whom only one won by a very narrow
margin, and one lost his deposit. The
record of the CPI is not much better
either .. To cover up this shameful
state of affairs in Maharashtra the
Election Review and Party's Task
states: the main reason for our defeat
is the baSIC weakness of our party
(p. 94). .

One has also to ask the leaders of
the two [parties what they have done
to check the fascist activities of the
Shiv Sena ?

It is the Naxalbari revolutionary
peasants who have shaken up the en- .
tire communist movement in India.
In reality it is a revolt against the long
tradition of the leadership's cOIlljpro-
mising parliamentary politics. It has
at last opened up the path for a real
Marxist-Leninist party in India. It
is under these conditions that the com-
munist revolutionaries have given the
call for a boycott of the mid-term
election in West Bengal. It is a chal-
lenge to the Congress as well as to the
policy of the CPI and CPI (M).
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CHARAN GUPTA

Calcutta Diary
ing to my arithmetic of the 1967 elec-

. tion, 53 of these seats belong to the
non-Congress parties and only 12 to
the Congress. Other things once more
remaining the same, the order of
swing necessary for these seats to
change hands is detailed in Table"-
III; the United Front holds an im-
mense advantage over the Congress' in
nearly eacq of these 65 contests.

:£. :£.
However, other things do not re-

main ' the same. It will be pointed
out that the present crude exercise in
psephology on the basis of the 1967
results is all wet, since I have not
taken into account the emergence of
such new parties and groups as the
INDF, the Lok Dal, the Bengal
National Party, the Proutist Bloc, and
so on, and the PSP's setting up sepa-
rate candidates in several constituen-
cies. But there is one way in whjch
this particular complication can be
taken care of, at least partly, in a stCir
tistical prognostication. I ,have as-
sumed that the Lok Dal, the B ngal
National Party and the PSP would
take away votes from the United
Front, while the INDF from the Cong-
,ress. With respect to assorted groups ./
such as the Proutist Bloc and the Pro-
gressive Muslim League and Indepen-
dents, I have made the straightforward
assumption that their electoral impflct
on the relative prospects of the Cong- ,.
ress and' the United Front will be
neutral. Besides, in constituencies
where the INDF is present but at the
arne time therel are candidates of Lok

Dal, BNP or PSP too, I have hazard-
ed the guess that the influences of
these various groupings too will cancel
one another out. None of these as-
sumptions of course need be borne out
in reality, and t6 that extent my spe-
culations are bound, to go awry. But,
in the absence of better alternatives,
one has to make do with such second-
guessing. Sifting the 'field of candi-
dates and constituencies with this set '
of assumptions, I have come up with
a list of 108 constituencies where the
presence of other parties or groups
might indeed affect the relative per-
formance of the Congress and the r

United Front. This list is given in
Table IV. Even here, a remarkable'

4 :t-

Other things remaining the same,
therefore, this arithmetic based on the
1967 results would suggest that only
an upheaval could enable the Cot/g-
r~ss to win back power in this State.
I have heard talk of how disenchant-
ment has gradually set in over the last
two years with the parties of the Left
and how Mr Ajoy Mukherjee's image
has been ruined for ever by his famous
vacillations during the last quarter of
1967. How much does all this amount
to in terms of shifts in electoral opi-
nion? I can certainly pit a couple of
counter-<points to match the alleged
disenchantment with the non-Congress
parties. Fl!st is what the statisticians
would call the factor of 'auto-regres-
siveness'. Now that the voters know
that the Congress can be defeated
many amongst thos,e who had conti-
nued to vote for the party in the past
out of sheer fatalism may this time
decide otherwise : after all, they have
seen with their own eyes that,' con-
trary to past legend, the Congress is
not invincible. Se~ond, certain exter-
nal economies should follow from the
fact that all the Left and near-Left
parties. are now united in one front:
this is one case where joining the
parts ought to yield more than just the
whole.

There is at least' one factor which
should oV~rWhelrt1ingly favour the
United Front. Straight contests ate
to take place between Congress and
the Front in 65 constituencies. Accord-

In contrast, as Table II indicates,
of the 75 "genuine" Congress seats,
1 3 would be vulnerable to a swing
against the party as lOw as less than 1
per cent, another 8 would fall victim
to a swing of between 1 and 1.5 per
cent, and a further. 1 7 to a swing bet-
ween 2.5 and 5 per cent. As against
the impressive roster of 115 fairly

""safe non-Congres~ seats, the Congress
can claim only 15 which would not
cave in till so' long as the shift in votes
against it is 'less than' 10 per cent of
the poll.

LET me 'leave my predilections
aside. Judging by purely statistical

factors, I still find it altogether impro-
bable that the Congress would emerge
victorious in this State in the mid-term
election. My conclusion is of course
derived from an analysis of the 1967
voting pattern, and largely based on
the four tables which I attach. If the
votes cast in 1967 for the various
"nuisance" candidates-including In-
dependents-are ignored and those
polled in each contituency by all the
non-Congress parties and groups are
taken together, the Congress vote
would then exceed this- pooled non-
Congress vote in only 75 constituen-
cies, as against the 1 27 constituencies
the party had actually won. On the
other hand, with stich pooling, purely
going by arithmetic, the non-Congress
candidates ought to,have won 215 seats
as against 153 which they in fact did,
Tables I and II respectively spell out
the details of what can be called the
order of vulnerability of these "genu-
ine" Congress and non-Congress seats.
Other things remaining the same, if
the Congress hopes to win an absolute
majority of seats, the swing in its
favour, in terms of votes polled,

, should exceed 7.5 per cent; thjs can
be seen in Table I. A swing of only
up to 7.5 per cent would give it only
60 additional seats over and above the
75 "genuine" seats it got in 1967:
the total tally would be 1 35, still 6
short of an absolute majority. The
across-the-board swing-if there is
any such thing in our conditions-
has to be at least' 8 per' cent for the
Congress to clinch the issue.

Table I brings out something else
as well. Of the aggregate of 205
"non-Congress" seats, 115 belong to
the relatively non-vulnerable category:
on Februao- 9, the Congress would
need a swing of at least 10 per cent
or more in its favour, if any of these
seats are to be captured. In some in-
stances, for example in Tamluk or
Mahishadal, the required swing would
exceed 25 per cent of the poll. "
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TABLE I
Seats "belonging" to "Non-Congress' (205) Vulnerable to swings of

Less than Between 1.00 & Between 2.50 & Between 5.00 & Between 7.50 &
1.00 per cent 2.49 per cent 4.99 per cent 7.49 per cent 9.99 per cent

About 10.00
per cent

Santipur
Chapra
Nakasipara
Chakdaha
flaringhata
Nalhati
Dubrajpur
Rampurhat
Suri
Balarampur
Para
Hura
Purulia
Bandua .
Manbazar
Panihati
Pathar Pratima
Bijpur
Basirhat
Jaynagar
Swarupnagar
Diamond Harbour
Magrahat West
Falta
Bagda
Gaighata
Kamarhati
Budge Budge
Ashoknagar
Baruipur
Rajarhat
MatJhurapur
Bhangar
Bishnupur East
Sonarpur
Hasnabad
Gosaba
Hingalgunge
Deganga
Khardah
Haroa
Maheshtala
Kultali
Behala East
Baduria
Titagarh
Bonl1'aon
Basanti
Jangipur
Domkal
Farakka
Berhampore
Indas
Bankura
Manikchak
Kaliachak
Englishbazar

DhB,kuJia
Beliaghata North
Entally
Rashbehari Avenue
Cossipore
Taltola
Jore Bungalow
Darjeeling
Siliguri
Uluberia South
Amta
Uluberia North
Shibpore
Howrah Central
Karandigihi
Goalpokhar
Raigunge
Tapan
Gangarampur
Chopra
Nayagram
Tamluk
Gopiballavpur
Panskura West
Ghatal
Debra
Panskura East
Salboni
Midnapore
Mahishadal
Egra
Mugberia
Narghat
Nandigram
Moina
Chandrakona
Binpur
Haripal
Chanditola
Chinsurah
T;ll.'akeshwar
KhanakuL
Uttarpara
Goghat
Mekhliganj
Cooch Behar North
Raj gang .
Falakata
Dhupguri
Moinaguri
Ausgram
Raina
Galsi
Hirapur
Kulpi
Karimpur
Hanskhali
~ishnagar East

the ;people would attain a higher stage
of r. c. One should take a total view
of the situation, and project a hypo-
thesis of how far the people are will-
ing to go over a given period. To
vote may not amount to much of a
step forward, but my own fear is that
not to vote might well mean two steps
backward.

Vidyasagar
Ballygunge
Sealdah
Jagatballav-
pur
Udaynarayan-
pur
Bally
Balurghat
Kaliagunge
Jhargram
Kharagpur
Khajuri
Dhaniakhali

.Jangipara
Mathabhanga
Cooch Behar-
South
Alipore Dual's
Jalpaiguri
Burdwan North
Bhatar
Ranaghat East
Nanoor
Canning
Barasat
Bishnupur-
West
Noapara
Sandeshkhali
Raipur
Kharba
Harishchan-
rlrapur
Ratua

Maniktola
Shyampur
Panchla
Dantan
Kharagpur-
Local
Sutahata
Contai North
Contai South
Chander-
nagore
Balagarh
Pandua
Dinhata
Purbasthali
Kalna
Jamuria
Kihandaghosh
Rajnagar
Murarai
Habra
Behala West
Jadavpare·
Magrahat East
Dum Dum
Barwan
Hariharpara
Kotulpur
Gangajalghati

I could of course have ended this
diary on this note of desiccated sta-
tistics. Let me however add another
paragraph. I have thought and
thought about it for weeks on end,
and have now decided that, come
February 9, I am going to vote for the
United Front. No, I have no illu-
sions about elections or about some
of the constituents of the Front. But
the alternative of allowing the Cong-
ress to sneak back to rpower in West
Bengal is much too terrible. Let there
be no illusions on that score either:
the repression which would be let loose
if Mr Atulya Ghosh gets back control
of Writers' Building could put back
by several decades the Furrent at-
tempts at arousing 'revolutionary con-
sciousness' amongst the masses. Let
my neck be chopped off for saying this,
but we are a long way off from the
nodal point of ferment, and it is a
kind of quasi-romanticism to think
that merely by boycotting elections,

Burtolla
Jorabagan
Tollygunge
Kabitirtha
Phansi Deoa
Kalyanpur
Bagnan
Pataspur
Pingla
Garbeta West
Keshpur
Katwa
Ranigunge
Burdwan South
Ukhra
Krishnagar_
West
Bolpur
Raghunathpur
Jhalda
Naihati
Suti

Belgachia
Bhagabanpur
Arambagh
Singur
Faridpur
Durgapur
Baranagar
Sonamukhi

Alipore .
Garbeta East
Barbani
Bishnupur

fact emerges. Of these 108 constitu-
encies, the multi-party. factor would
appar~nt1y favour the United Front
in 64, and work against it in only 44
constituencies. Moreover, the magni-
tude of swing required to topple the
Front in these 44 constituencies would
be much larger than what would be
needed in the constituencies where the
multi-party factor favours the Front.

It would in any case be foolhardy
to presume that, on February 9, swings
in the constituencies will be of a 'mo-

~ nogamous' nature: either for the
Front, or for the Congress. Our elec-
torate is yet far from being hOlIloge-
neous, so that swings for the Congress
in some areas might well be accompa-
nied by swings in others. LaslIy, I
have to recognise the other factor
clouding the situation. Swings in the
statistical sense can take place not
only when voters change theIr a)fegi-
ance; these can also occur when
groups of voters decide not to partici-
pate in the poll at all. For if SOme
people desist from voting, in the pure-
ly arithmetical sense, the swing of,vot
then too goes against those for whom
they would otherwise have cast 'their
votes. From this point of view, cer-
tainly the Naxalbari decision to stay
away from the poll would - adversely
affect the United Front. But the im-

. pact of this is something which can be
analysed only e.r post.
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TABLE II
Seats "belonging" to Congress (75) Vulnerable to swings of

Less than Between 1.00 & Between 2.50 & Between 5.00 & Between 7.5 & Above 10.001.00 per cent 2.49 per cent 4.99 per cent 7.49 per cent 9.99 per cent per cent
Shyampukur Mangalkot - Howrah South .Beliaghata- Polba BarabazarKalighat Nadanghat Narayangath South Hansan BowbazarDomjur Kumargapj Daspur Howrah North Labhpur JamalpurSankrail Sitai Keshiari Pursurah Mohammed- ItaharMemari Bhatpara Ohampdani Serampore Bazar TufanganjAsansol Bharatpur Ketugram Manteswar Jaipur KakdwipKushmundi Barjora Mayureshwar Arsa Nagrakata BeldangaTehatta Kashipur Cooch Behar~ Garden Reach Murshidabad KandiNaQda West Madarihat Gazole ) Jalangi -Khargram Kaliganj Kalchini RanibandhNabagram Ranaghat West Kumargram OndaHabibpur Nabadwip Taldangra MaIda"Kalimpong Kulpi Chhatna SujapurSagar Indpur ChowringheeMal LalgolaBhagabahiola

Sagardig i
Ramnagar

Barabani (1.0) Narghat (11.0)
Bhagabanpur (1.5) Hirapur (12.0)
Belgachia (2.0) Egra (13.0)
Durgapur (2.0) Shibpore (13.0)
Singur (2.0) Chandrakona (13.5)
1I.khra (2.5). Panskura
Keshpur (3.0) West . (13.5)
Bagnan (3.5) Jora Bunga-
Jhalda (4.0) - low (14.5)
Pataspur (4.5) Budge Budge (15.0)
Suti (4.5) Galsi (16.0)
Burdwan- Falta (16.5)
South ' (5.0) Mugberia (16.5)
Burtola (5.0) Ghatal (17.0)
Bagdah (5.5) Uluberia
Dum Dum (6.0) South (18.0)
Contai North (6.0) Darjeeling (18.5)
Shyampur (6.5) Debra (18.5)
Contai South (7.0) Goghat (18.5)
Dantan _(7.0) Dhakuria (19.0)
Kalna (7.0) Jagatballav-
Kharagpur- pur (19.0)

Local (7.0) Rashbehari
Sutahata (7.0) Avenue (19.0)
MathaJ:Xhanga (7.0) Uluberia
Sealdah (8.0) North (19.0)
Udaynarayan- Moina (20.0)

pur (8.5) Pan skura
Dhaniakhali (9.0) East (25.0)
Harishchandra_ MalhJshadal (26.0)

pur (9.5) Chanditola (27.0)
Nandigram (11.0) Tamluk (33.0)
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"Non-Congress"
Constituencies. (53)(12)

(1.0)
(2.0)
(2.5)
(3.0)
(3.5)
(4.0)
(4.5)
(5.0)
(5.0)
(5.0)

(12.5)
(22.5)

"Con~ess"
Constituencies

TABLE III
Constituencies with Straight Contests (65 )

Figures in brackets indicate degree of vulnerability in !percentage
(

Kalighat
Mangalkot
Sitai .
Ketugram
Keshiari
Kaliganj
Sagar
Ohampdani
Daspur
Sagardighi
Jamalpur
Chowringhee

OIL FIRED PACKAGE BOILERS

OIL FIRED PACKAGE BOILERS

OIL FIRED PACKAGE BOILERS

COAL FIRED BOILERS

COAL FIRED BOILERS

COAL FIRED BOILERS

NU-WAY/NESTLER BURNERS

NU-WAY/NESTLER BURNERS

NU-WA Y/NESTLER BURNERS

OIL FIRED PACKAGE BOILERS

COAL FIRED BOILERS

NU-WAY/NESTLER BURNERS

NESTLER BOILERS
PRIV ATE LIMITED
Love Lane, Cross Lane
Byculla, BOMBAY-27 DD
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TABLE IV

Multi-party Factor: Impact pn

Constituencies

Gherao, Naxalba~ ,
Of course the Congress does not

lose any opportunity of referring to
the "disastrous" nine-month rule of
the UFo Gherao and Naxalbari are
bound to crop up at any meeting
addressed by its leaders. But so far
as gherao is concerned, none but a few
industrialists are really impressed; with
retrenchment and lay-off in full swing
the unemployed worker, who is very
much a voter, has little grievance at
any inconvenience that his superiors
might have suffered, particularly when
he sees that overhead costs have not
been reduced anywhere. And Naxal-
bari, Congressmen should realize by
now, only alarmed. them and their
class collaborators. (Incidentally, why
should the UF be blamed for Naxal-
bari? The measures it adopted in
suppressing the movement were quite
in line with those of the Congress and
might have acquired the same intensity

sibility vests in nobody. Thus while
the Prime Minister talks of the "com-
munist betrayal of the freedom move-
ment" at her election campaigns, Mr
E. M. S. Namboodiripad has to con-
tent himself with the defections from
the Congress in Haryana and else-
where to ask the people of Bhatpara
and Naihati to vote for the UFo The
crisis in the jndustrial field in the past,
year is sometimes brought up by the
leftists but that is only to prove
that things were not as . bad during
their term of office. The Congress of
course tries to avoid that period as far
as possible, partly because this might
create difficulties for it.

Thus the entire approach is nega-
tive. . "I might have been bad but
you were certainly worse', seems to be
the attitude of bot}:l camps-mush-
woms like the INDF and the Lok Dal
have pretty little to say, except to the
Press; even there the statements are
becoming shorter and far between.
Both Mr Ashu Ghosh and Mr Huma-
yun Kabir seem to have given up the
game as lost. While the former 'finds
electioneering not exactly similar to
playing with a few black sheep, the
latter goes on talking of coalitions,
which. is perhaps hi!Jway of describing
a merger.

Vote For... What?
SUMANTA SEN

WITH the little general election
just about a week away, meet-

ings, posters and slogans are all there
in full force to tilt the balance one
side or the other on February 9. This
is the first mid-term election in West
Bengal. But this is not the only point
of difference from the previous elec-
tions: the thing that strikes one at
any election meeting is the lack of any
real issue that might cause a definite
swing in the balance. The Indian
voter is still far removed from the
country's foreign policy or the measur-
es the Government adopts at home,
factors which normally should -contri-
bute to an election result. Here the
voting is generally erratic, often influ-
enced by personal and local conside-
rations.

During the last three ele9tions the
leftists did try to raise certain spedfic
issues. They did not have to labour
hard. From 1957 onwards Congress
misrule had started afflicting every
aspect of Indian life and this gave the
leftists a good ground for take-off.
The fact that they could not over-
throw the Congress was because of
their own lack of unity. However,
in 1967 even that did not stand
in the way and th~ Congress had its
first taste of defeat in a number of
States.

In West Bengal this was followed
by nine months of UF rule; then an
odd assortment took over which was
joined later by the Congress and ulti-
mately the Governor intervened to
dismiss all and impose himself as the
ruler. One year of Mr Dharma Vira
and now this election.

It would certainly have been easy .
for all if Mr Dharma Vira as Gover-
nor contested the election. Unfortu-
nately, even after being amended a
number of-times, the Constitution does
not provide fOr that. Consequently
neither the Congress nor the United
Front can blame. each other for the
misdeeds in the immediate past. Not
that President's Rule was a very happy
time for W~st Bengal, but its respon-
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Favouring
"Congress" (44)

Madarihat
Falakata
Goalpokhar
Manikchak
Farakka
Bhagabangola
Berhampore
Khargram
Bharatpur
Ranag'hat West

, Bongaon
Gaiglhata
AShoknagar
Raiarhat
Habra
Swarupnagar
Basirhat
Hasnabad
Basanti
Behala West'
Bishnupur East
Diamond Harbour
Magrahat West
Kabitirtha
Howrah Central
Haripal
Garbeta East
Garbeta West
Salboni
Midnapore
Nayagram
Jhan!ram
Binpur
Jaipur
Purulia
Hura
Bankura
Bhatar
Manteswar
Purbasthali
Katwa
Dubrajpur
Mohammed Bazar
Nalhati

Favouring "Non-
Congress" (64)

Kumargram
Kalchini
Dhupguri
Kaliganj
Itahar
Kushmundi
Tapan
Ratua
English Bazar
Sujapur
Kaliachak
Murshidabad
Jalangi
Hariharpara
Chapra
Krishnagar East
Hanskhali
Ranaghat East
Chakdaha
Haringhata
Hingalganj
Canning
Jovnagar
Baruipur
Sonarpur
Mathurapur
Patlhar Pratima
Titagarh
Khardah
Panihati
Kamarhati
Jorasanko
Alipore
Ballygunge
Beliaghata South
Entally
Bally
Howrah North
Domjur
Jangipara
Chinsurah
Pandua
Pursurah
Arambagh
Kharagpur
Narayangarh
Bandua
Manbazar
Ranibandh
Indpur
Gangajalgihati
Bishnupur
Kotulpur
Indas
Sonamukhi
Kulti
Ausgram
Khandaghosh,
Memari
Nadanghat
Labhpur
Rampurhat
Hansan
Murarai



COMMENTATOR

Scrutiny Of Coalitions

I

but its gains seem very uncertain.
While it is hazardous to make any
predictions at this stage, this corres-
pondent is willing to lay a small bet
that its number of seats would not
cross 100. And the claim, heard in a
bus a few days back, that the United
Front would get about 1 60 might not
be as- tall as some people would like
us to believe.
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posed to report trends and inform
their readers in advance of what the
results of the elections are going to be.
Wiser by their experience of the last.
general election when all of them had
predicted a Congress victory in West
Bengal, correspondents reporting the
election scen(1in the State are refusing
to commit themselves. With all the
technical skill in their possession they
are juxtaposing contrary views from
which every reader is free to draw his
own conclusion. . A Delhi paper has
started a series on the issues and pros-
pects in the mid-term polls with an
article by ~he Congress President, Mr
Nijalingawa, who is confident that his
party will "do exceedingly well" in the
four poll-bound States of West Bengal,
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and Punjab.
The other side of the picture will no
doubt be presented by the writers of
subsequent articles.

The newspapers are utilising this
occasion for another look at coalition
governments. Not only is a post-
mortem being held in the UF Govern-
ments that were, but a scrutiny of the
united fronts that have been formed
to .fight the elections is also being
made. The UF Governments which
have been able to withstand the on-
slaught of the Congress so far have
not been forgotten either. The troub-
led coalitions in Kerala and Madhya
Pradesh have always been favourite
subjects of leader-writers, but the
non-Congress Ministries of Orissa and

The Press
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the diametrically opposite attitudes
o~ the two persons in question. Their
slogans are also often misplaced. At
a recent Howrah meeting the Prime
Minister's pious statement that India
would try to win over countries which
were not so friendly was preceded by
'strong anti-Chinese slogans.

In any case the Congress is' working
hard. Certainly good for the party

WITH the mini-general election
only a few days away papers are

full of election news. Work has stoppe?
not only in the States where mid-term
polls will be held but also at the Cen-
tre because the policy-makers in the
Government are busy electioneering
and seldom in town. The Prime Minis-
ter, the Deputy Prime Minister, and
the Union Home Minister have be-
come frequent Ivisitors to these States
to impress upon the people what be-
nefits will flow if the Congress wins
and what disaster if the Congress
loses. They will not let any pretext go
without:!trying to drive home this point.
When a bull strayed into Howrah mai-
dan when Mr Morarji Desai was
addressing an election meeting, he ask-
ed the people to take it calmly for if
they were scared of a bull how could
they expect to stand up to the menace
of the Communists. Mr Chavan was
not to be outdone by his senior col-
league when another bull walked into
his meeting in a Calcutta suburb. He
made an instant discovery of the law
and order iProblem involved in the

. situation and suggested that the bull
might have been sent by the United
Front to disturb his meeting. All
these profundities from VIPs are being
reported by the newspapers SOmeof
which are running special columns to
accommodate and offer them in a
bunch.

Most newspapers have sent out their
reiPorters for scouting. They are sup-
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only if the movement had continued).
The UF on the other hand is in a

slightly better position. For one thing
it can point out with some effect the
dirty role the Congress leaders played
in its dismissal from office. The mer-
ciless handling of the Central Govern-
ment employees after the token strike
of September 19 also comes in handy.
And the major constituents of, the UF,
the two communist parties, have no
trouble in telling the people that they
can promise little even it they form a
Government-what could the people
expect under the present system ?

And so it goes on. A ding-dong
battle, one side criticising the other. In
between is the voter who is sure to
make the journey to the polls on
February 9 with as much uncertainty
in his mind as he would have prior to
a journey to the Ganga - Sagar mela.
The boat might capsize and again it
might not; the majhi, while assuring
him a safe journey, ultimately leaves
the question to the Almighty.

Stories have appeared in the Press
of the voters' reluctance to commit
anything. Wilich is only natural. Con-
scious of his problems, which ultimate-
ly constitute the country's problem,
the voter knows that it would be too
much to expect the present politics to
bring any radical change in his life.
It would only be interesting to see
whether he goes farther to realise that
it is the system to blame and take up
other weapons instead of ballot papers.
Meanwhile, however, he will cast his
vote. Perhaps just as well, for the
"boycott election" slogan might really
help the Congress, which is certainly
far from desirable. If the final assault
is still far away why not enjoy a few
liberties for the time being? the voter
may argue.; \

There are other things to watch in
this election. The Congress, in its bid
to attract ~he younger generation, has
come out with amended versions of
the communists' militant slogans. Thus,
"Amar Nam Tomar Nam, Vietnam
Vietnam" becomes, "Amar Nam,
Tomar Nam, Matangini Khudiram;',
and "Marxbad Leninbad Zindabad
Zindabad" is changed to "Gandhibad
Subhasbad Zindabad Zindabad". The
latter sounds strange when one recalls



Tamilnadu are recent' additions. The
Khanna Commission's report .provides
the occasion f~r the former and the
continued ill-health of Mr Annadurai
for the latter.

The Hindustan Times has found in
the election promises of the United
Front in West Bengal "heady revolu-
tionary talk" utter~d in unmistakable
accents of undiluted class struggle.
The paper is therefore utterly sur-
prised that the BangIa Congress of
Mr Ajoy Mukherjee, which claims to
be more Gandhian than the Congress,
should choose such very strange bed-
follows. The UF's blanket opposition

. to automation and the quaint reference
to "taking up the question of Berubari
with the Union Government" reveal a
combination of economic obscurantism
and political opportunism that should
be noted. That the West Bengal unit
of the Jana Sangh should in 1969
seriously advocate unification of the
two Bengals and annulment of parti-
tion to achieve "Akhand Bharat" also
betrays another brand of acute demen-
tia. The Congress may have much to
answer for; but anti-Congressism sure-
ly cannot be an end in itself. The tie
in Punjab is between the Congress and
the Akali-J ana Sangh alliance. The
Akalis and the Jana Sangh have avoid-
ed saying anything definite on conten-
tious issues like language and the
future of Chandigarli and the Bhakra-
Nangal complex in order to keep
some of their more serious differences
under control. The Akalis are the
dominant partner in the alliance.
Punjab's future .politics would there-

_fore largely depend on how the Cong-
ress and the Akalis fare vis-a-yis each
other or, later, who knows, together.

Focussing its attention on Kerala
The Times of India says that most
United Front Cabinets have been unit-
ed in nothing more than the determi-
nation of their members to cling to
office at all costs and though some

'have complained, like the Kerala
Finance Minister, that the cost is be-
coming prohibitive, none has consider-
ed that a strong enough reason to
quit. But it is rarely that ministerial
squabbling has been allowed to erupt
into open recrimination on the floor of
the Assembly. The KSSP Ministers in
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Kerala have apparently decided to
throw all !pretence of joint responsibi-
lity to the winds. When partisanship
infects ministerial decisions to such an
extent that it comes out in open accu-
sations by one Minister against ano-
ther, the effect on the public services
can well- be imagined. The public
gets the impression that the Govern-
ment is carried on not by a Cabinet
but by as many Cabinets .as there are
Ministers. This is not something pe-
culiar to Kerala. In different degrees
it is seen in every State where United
Front Cabinets. have been, in office.
And since they may come to !power in
more States as a result of the forth-
coming mid-term elections, they pose
a major challenge to the principle of
joint ,responsibility of Ministers which
is at the root of the parliamentary sys-
tem. A resourceful Chief Minister
like Mr G.<N. Singh in Madhya Pra-
desh may be able to keep a ramshackle
cabinet of this kind under some sort
of discipline, but under this facade,
each Minister will constantly try to
strengthen his own little niche and go
his own way as far as he can without
risk of losing his job .• The resulting
instabilities will ipercolate to every
level of the administration. There is
no easy solution to the problem. But
a vigilant Opposition which· neglects
no opportunity to call Ministers to
account for every deviation from the
principle of joint responsibility can do
much to create a climate of opinion in
which cabinets will be compelled to
work as a team.

Patnaik Enquiry
Commenting 'on the Khanna Com-

mission's report The Hindu endorses
Mr Patnaik's demand for publication
ot the report in full and says that it is
only fair that the credit and debit
sides should be equally publicised to
put things in perspective. The paper
notes that the present Swatantra-Jana
Congress c01tlition Government in the
State which set up the one-man Com-
mission of Mr Justice Khanna would
not bring within its scrutiny the charg-
es levelled against those at the helm of
the State's ~dministration from 1947.
Thereby the' Singh Deo Government
has laid itself, open to the criticism that

it is unwilling to expose some ex-
Ministers of the pre-1961 period, who
happen to be members of the present
ruling coalition. To that extent, it
may appear that the professed crusad-
ing spirit against all corruption and
administrative irregularities has been
somewhat dimmed by political expedi-
ency. The paper has not, however,
condoned the "few odd cases" of ad-
ministrative imprudence, lapse, or im-
propriety of the Congress Ministries
in Orissa after 1961. It says that the
workings of democracy no doubt often
lead to patronage and _nepotism and
possibly no, party government in this
count.fYor abroad may escape charges
of unduly favouring its iparty hench-
men as against the others. And a dy-
namic Minister; anxious to get through
the construction of a major project,
may deem it neceS'Sary to cut through
red tape. But in dealing with public
funds the recognised procedures to
ensure their ,fair and proper utilisation
can on no account be by-passed. And
whatever the inevitability of !patronage
in the democratic system as it works
at present, it certainly cannot be con-
doned when such patronage and abuse
of positions of power extend to favour-
ing concerns either owned directly by
those in power or by their close rela-
tives. An inescapable lesson of the
sordid Orissa episode is that it should
be made the rule in future that no
Minister should allow the members of
his family to have commercial dealings
with the Government and he should
quit office if he desires to let them do
so.

iFascist Tendencies"
Accusing the secret RSS core of the

Jana Sangh of reverting to fascist tac-
tics Patriot says that the honeymoon
period of all-inclusive non-Congressism
is definitely over. Left parties like the
CPI and the SSP in certain States, the
Republicans and others have discov-
ered the dangerous consequences of
giving any degree of respectability to
what is essentially a gang of rabid
apolitical communalists. Almost si-
multaneously, its own reactionary
partners like the Swatantra party have
woken up to the fact that association
with the RSf-led Sangh means only
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subordination. In U.P. the Congress
and the CPI have c01l!l'plainedto the
Chief Election Commissioner and the
Governor that the RSS and its cat's-
paws in the Jana Sangh and the Hindu
Mahasabha have let loose a reign of
terror against the Harijans and the
minorities in the State. Instances of
violence have been cited and the
authorities warned that proper polling
will not be ,possible unless the minori-
ties and !he Harijans are given greater
protection. This is typically fascist
reaction to the realisation that what-
ever influence these communal and
sectarian organisations may have won
as the result of the Congress collapse
is being lost. This has also been
proved in the recent by-election in
Delhi. The victory of Mr Bansal, who
though a Congressman had been sup-
ported by all progressive parties in the
corporation by-election, conclusively
proves, that the citizens of Delhi are
regretting the trust they put in the RSS
and the Jana Sangh in 1967. Mr Ban-
sal's victory is of particular significance
because virulent and high-voltage pro-
paganda had been carried on by the
communalists who had captured the
Metropolitan Council and were busy
brainwashing employees -of the Delhi
administration at almost all levels.
Appeals to the Governor and the Elec-
tion Commissioner may be necessary
and correct; but they cannot by them-
selves give the electorate the sense of
self-confidence it should have for re-
sisting secret fascist terrorism. This
can be generated only by consistent
anti-communal work by all the secular
parties among the people. The cur-
rent election campaigns of all parties
who do not want democracy to be
murdered in this country should be .
used to this most important end.

Statesmanship
A correspondent writes from New
Delhi:

•THERE is something of a Middle
East palace intrigue in the big

newspapers these days. Or is it like
the Latin American coups? Or Afri-

\

can-style coups within coups? The
convulsion that rocked The Statesman
is far from over. The editor who was
shown the door is busy with his plans
to launch his Own weekly. For over
two months ye olde Statesman has
been run by an Acting Editor.

But now we have another coup.
The paper's Political Correspondent
is being sent packing from New Delhi
and he might have to return to Cal-
cutta. This, it would seem, is an off-
shoot of the drama of private ven-
geance inside the House of Tatas.

The immediate provocation for this.
particufar change, as the Press Club
gossip would have it, is that the Poli-
tical Correspondent did not lead one
of his stories off with what Mr J. R. D.
Tata said at the Central Industrial
Advisory Committee or something of
the kind which other -Big Business
papers featured prominently.

The fact is that the House of Tatas
is divided into two factions. One is
wholeheartedly with the Swatantra
Party and the other not. Working
on The Statesman should be about the
trickiest thing in the tricky profession
for a Political Correspondent.

There could be little doubt as to
which faction has won tQ date in the
war of attrition. Every Political Cor-
respondent not wanted in New Delhi
is sent to Calcutta, it would seem.

After all, this is the era of Acting
Editors, A:cting Political Correspon-
dents-and perhaps Acting Readers.
This is what Big Business newspaper-
ing means today.
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Exhibitions
By AN ART CRITIC

IN the third week of January three
painting and two photographic

exhibitions opened at the Academy
of Fine Arts.

P. T. Reddy, a well-known Hyde-
rabad painter, displayed 26 of his oils.
Although the painter in a brief note
in the exhibition folder said that he
drew spontaneously and cerebration
followed later, it would be wrong to
hold that the latter is secondary.
Reddy's geometric compositions, ge-
nerally overlapping rectangles, are de-
liberately composed, and have a tense
quality about them. But his forte is
colour and his favourite colours,
orange, yellow, rea and blue, make
his canvases vibra'nt. - Among his non-
figurative canvases, two stage scenes,
landscapes, a swimming pool and a
picture entitled Lovers Quarrel were
outstanding. Of the less abstract pieces,
the calligraphic gulmohur tree in bloom
and Three Dancers were excellent.

Dilip Bhattacharya, a young Delhi
painter, put up an impressive show.
There is a note of protest in his paint-
ings, a mood sometimes of pain and
frustration. Fortunately, his earnest-
ness is, backed by adequate skill and
'Power which make his paintings not
social' tracts but paintings. Bhatta-
-charya's pallete is sombre and his
treatment abstract. Outstanding
among his exhibits were three large
canvases-Aberrant, Procrustean and
Prophet-and a beautiful small paint-
ing called Cohabitant.

Mrinmoy Mukherjee, a youngster
in his teens, held a show of his water
colours, He is still in the process of
emerging from his artistic Cocoon but
two or three water colours of tall
palm trees and water, dappled with
sun and shadow, were interesting.

Photographic Exhibitions
In reviewing the Association of

Photographers' 10th International
Salon of Photography which opened on
the 18th and continued. till the 27th,
it must be pointed out that the ope-
rative word in the title is salon. The

tion was ever more taxing upon the
minds of the audience. These things
may be true to life, they are certainly
not true to fiction. -

R. G. Anand writes his dialogue
well but the structural strength of his
play is rather superficial. He shows
little concern far his audience which
is often left to fend for itself.

Adakaar's production of Bhoochal
was unbalanced and not sufficiently
thought out. In an attempt to empha-
sise the poverty of the ticket checker
the stage properties were reduced to
an ~xtent where the audience had to
use their imagination to the utmost.
The major portion of the action here
was in mime and since the actors
themselves were not sure of what is
actually where fhe lack of precision
disturbed the audience.

The tragedy of no family' life for
middle-class people because both have
to work to make ends meet was men-
tioned more forcefully in the dialogue
but was feebly constructed into the
play. The wife's only sari was too
clean to be believed.

Things imprCJve when the scene
changes over to Delhi. _An elaborate
set replaces the previous scenes' emp-
tiness. Western type furniture, drapes
and curtains, flowers, telephone and
later in the scene too many of them
leave no one in doubt as to the altered
fortunes of Mr K. L. Walia, the erst-
while Khairati' Lal. If in the previous
scene working for a living kept hus-
band and wife apart now it is business
during the day and l'a..moUr at night.
The end comes with Khairati Lal seem-
ingly ruined art the very eve of his
election success and his wife taking to
saffron robes.

In the second half the display of
opulence needed the presence of a
couple of servants at the very least
but the author's choice to carry out
his plan of using only two characters
despite the necessity for more gave
an unnatural aspect to an otherwise
realistic rendering.

Although both players bore the bur-
den of the play with great heroism,
changing mood, voice and gesture ad-
mirably, they were unable to bring any
conviction to the performance, for no
fault of their own,

Bhoochal

By OUR DRAMA CRITIC

ADAKAAR'S Bhoochal staged at
the Hindi High School was, if

anything, a courageous production. A
cast of two, consisting of a husband
and wife, carries the entire burden of
entertaining the audience and holding
their interest for nearly two hours-
a responsibility whicb even profes-
sionals would accept with trepidation.
Under the circumstances Pallavi Mehta
and Krishen Kumar are to be comple-
mented for havng undertaken this
challenging task.

Written in Hindi by R. G. Anand
Bhoochal tells the story of a small-
town railway ticket checker who inhe-
rits a fortune from a hafed relative and
changes from an honest hardworking
individual to an ambitious unscrupu-
lous monster when he migrates to the

I

big city. His wife, too, finding the
dazzle and glamour of city life irresis-
tible succumbs to the pleasures of the
flesh but towards the end repents and
renounces the world. The husband
after; joining the Congress becomes a
member of the Lok Sabha but is un-
able to enjoy his newly won power
because of )lis tiff with a lawyer who
was taking unusually large !payments
for keeping other beneficiaries from
getting their share of the wealth.
which the ticket checker had inherited.

From a dramatic point of view this
is all old stuff and in this writer's
opinion done better. In Bhoochal the
play depended so much on miming in
the first part and so much on the tele-
phone that the audience must have
felt the need for something more than
the author offered. The !play brings
into sharp focus the effects of riches
on a person's morals; and though the
transformation from one hebaviour to
the next is sudden it is acceptable
owing to its familiarity with life.

Krishen Kumar as Khairati Lal--was
less convincing than he was as "Mr K.
L. Walia, member Lok Sabha."
PaUavi Mehta suffered likewise, her
"rags" less believable than her
"riches"; the change from her hedo-
nistic life to saffron robes of renuncia-
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Films by Students
The showing of films made by

students of the Film Institute of In-
dia was an interesting event, no less
due to the fact that such showings are
more frequent in Bombay and possibly
elsewhere than in Calcutta. The Ins-
titute never seemed ' much bothered

Red Beard

AKIRA Kurosawaj massive Re,d
Beard, shown here recently by

several lfilm societies, is yet another
instance of what he is capable of do-
ing; he achieve's numanism in its
broadest sweep encompassing both the
dedicated and the afflicted. His doc-
tor-Red Beard-has the ruthless ap-
proach that ignores the less important
and has its own scheme of priorities.
Once the choice is made, the course
is relentlessly pursued and the dither-
ing and the disgruntled are won over,
by example, though, rather than by
dictate. His clinic is a miniature
Magic Mountain. The process one
needs to go through to reach his desti-
nation is unfolded with infinite care
and selection. Each little episode
concerning the dying patients is given
minute attention to establish the social
background.

That peerless actor, Toshiro Mifane,
gives a brilliant performance as Red
Beard. The photography, in black
and white, has all the impeccable
quali-ty of a Kurosawa film. Music,
sparse initially, reaches a crescendo to
match the mood. Altogether an as-
tonishing 'film.
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last look at. the Taj. A young woman
crouches at the emperor's feet, looking
appropriately sad, and another, not so
lachrymose, looks at him from a dis-
tance. To boot it all, they both look
like Rajputanis rather than Jahanara
and a woman from the Moghul harem
judging by their sartorial ensemble.
Some of LaI's sketches in black and
white, however, were good. These
inclll;ded some Banaras scenes and a
Calcutta streetscape entitled Behind
Mahajati Sadan.
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sponsors of the exhibition are firm and the [picture of the peerless Galina
believers in the arty type of photo- Ulanova, on an empty stage. It con-
graphy, and in making the fullest use veyed a mood as nostalgic as the
of the dark rOom facilities to produc'e snows of yesteryear.
prints with textural' and other effects. _ The outsta~ding among the exhi-
The 93 exhibits chosen from 21 bit ions last week at the Academy was
countries out of 947 entries from 36 the one of the worka of Sukumar Das.
countries contain many virtuoso per- His exhibits included oils on canvas
formances in 1he salon type of photo- and on paper, water colours and pic-
graphy but only a few straight ones. tures painted in a combination of
To each man his taste and the reviewer processes, and a set of coloured win-
preferred the face of a girl with lumi- dow glasses.· His oils on canvases in-
nous eyes to the 'still life' composed cluded paintings both representational
of a red rose and a tall vase. The and 'impressionistic'. This reviewer
point one is wishing to make is that found the latter type of pictures far
one can create photographs far more more appealing than the former.
striking, haunting and beautiful by Some of the outstanding pictures

.catching life in the raw on the streets were soft nature Landscap~ (No. 35),
rather than by lowering children into Lotus Pond and Reflection. Painte<\
the bottom of a lfire-brick lined with blobs of colour, they glow with
V-shaped well as has been done in a luminous reds and blacks, blues and
photograph entitled 'V' by Lin Tong yellows. Other interesting paintings
Arln of Singapore. The other photo- were a boy with multi-coloured kites,
graphic exhibition, Stars of the Soviet two flower studies and a sketch entitled
Ballet, showed ballerinas and dancers Friendship showing a rather humorous
in action---jpirouetting, leaping, whirl- tiger with a snake entwined round its
ing-and in many moods, and the neck. Das's window glasses were
photographs have frozen all the ry- done in abstract designs and a couple
thm and grace that comes of function- of them looked pretty.
al perfection. There were also some ex- Arup Datta, a young painter con-
quisite photographs of scenes from nected with the Academy of Fine
Russian and other Soviet folk dances. Arts, exhibited a selection of 20 co-
This reviewer, however, was most loured sketches which were on display
charmed by pictures showing long- till the 31st. Many of the sketches
legged ballerinas waiting at the rails(had rather descriptive titles like 'Ex-
the close-ups of faces of balletoman- treme Pleasure,' 'Victory is ours' 'Day
es, tense with excitement and joy, will Come' and 'Hoping against Hope',

but rather indefinable shapes. One
does not object to their lack of defini-
tion but to their untidiness. At his
best, however, Datta shows both power
and the ability to compose. One
beal,ltiful sketch shows rees drawn
in black and green, some bare of
leaves and some WIthout tops, against
a landscape covered with a white
sheet of snow. The other interesting
sketches are Aquarium and Dream.'
The latter shows an Ophelia-like figure
under a load of symbols.

Hori Lal, who is displaying about
50 sketches and ipaintings, is a throw-
back on the twenties. There is a
number of large oils and a typical
example is the ',L~st Moment of Shah
Jehan'. It shows an old man being
propped up by a 'topless' but turban-
ned odalisque to enable him take a



about this part of the country. The
Principal, however, said that some
boys of this region did very well
qualitatively which, in his view, com-
pensated the lack of numerical repre-
sentation.

Two shorts merit mention. Four-
teen and Half directed by Shekhar Nair
takes the viewer· to a remand home
and shows the good work done there.
The manner is not commonplace but
has a certain freshness.

One Plus One by Nikhilesh Ghosh
also impresses by its imagin~tive3.cript
and competent direction. Photogra-
phy and sound in all the ten shorts
are almost uniformly good. The boys
have done their homework well in
these branches. Acting, however, is
on the whole disappointing. The
students here seem less at home with
subjects involving t1}e social milieu.
This perhaps is due to their insula-
tion, and over-exposure, in an impres-
sionable age, to the obtrusive techni-
cal details required to be studied for
academic exercise. A little jarring was
th~ film They Go To-See a Bride
evidently influenced by Ghatak's
Ajantrik and Ray's Samapti. But such
attempts can be outgrown with expe-
rience and confidence.

Letters

The Shiv Sena
Bombay newspapers ,recently pub-

lished two interesting news it~ms side
by side; Indira Gandhi's plea for
racial equality, and Shiv Sena attacks
on the minority (linguistic) commu-
nities in Kurla and Bhandup. News-
papers of course took care not to
state it plainly for fear of offending
the Maharashtra Government and the
caption given by the Times of India
was "Hawkers clash with "mob in
Kurla" I

The Kurla incident was too serious
to be suppressed or back-paged be-
cause there was a regular fight dis-
rupting normal commercial life in
Kurla involving hundreds of SS goon-
das and members of the minority
communities. The poor hawkers sell-
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ing fruits and various petty stationery
items in the streets of Bombay are
generally from non-Maharashtrian
communities, and the Shiv Sena has
started showing its bravery against
these defenceless people who depend
upon the goodwill of their customers
for their daily bread. With the well-
known and ill-concealed backing of
the City Police it has not been difficult
for the SS men to intimidate the haw-
ker-boys in Fort, Dadar, Sion and
other places where it is commonplace
to hear of such incidents almost every
other day and newspapers do not con-
sider them newsworthy. But at Kurla,
it would seem, the worm did turn; a
number of hawkers JOIned together
and fought back for a while, that is,
until the police came to bacls up the
SS men. It is common talk in Bom-
bay that the SS goondas will not dare
to move about so openly as they do
today if the City Police remains im-
partial at least for one day, no matter
how much money the SS men get.

Can we say that all these poor
hawkers or the minority communities
in general are pro-communist? Are
all Maharashtrians pro-American or
pro-capitalist-?! Th~n how to ex-
plain the backing the Shiv Sena gets
from the PSP, Swatantra and Congress
;parties? It is also a fact that cOm-
munist.~ in Bombay had always occu-
pied themselves with the linguistic
.cause of Maharashtrians, and had
paid scant attention to the sufferings
and grievances of the Jrnany minority
communities long resident here. Speak-
ing at the "Speakers' Forum" on
April 26, 1968, the SS leader in the
Bombay Municipal Corporation admit-
ted that the "percentage of Marathi-
speaking people in Bombay is only
34", the others constituting 66 percent.
But this 66 percent 'remain politi-
cally unorganised and ineffective.
They are kept out of the City Police
and all local Government establish-
ments, municipal offices etc. which
are wholly Maharashtrian and an
attempt is being made to drive them
out of private commercial offices too.

For the Ipresent the attack is osten-
sibly against the job-seeking South
Indians only, but the "Sindhis in the
refugee camp" and the "Bhayyas of

Jogeswari" have not escaped the ire of
the SS, and others await their turn.
Appeals from Congress leaders like
Mrs Indira Gandhi for racial equality
abroad or for fair treatment to Indians
in the U.K. and African countries
sound silly when the Government of
Maharashtra is backing the Shiv Sena
to drive out a· section of Indians from
Bombay. Communists in Bombay
(except the venerable trade union
leader Mr S. S. Mirajkar) have also
been guilty of encouraging Marathi lin-
guistic chauvinism and of Ignoring the
interests of the minority communities
who together constitute 66 percent of
this great city's lfivemillion population.
It is nonsense to talk of democracy
here as long as this 66 percent of
Bombay's population is denied repre-
sentation in local Government estab-
lishments, the City Police in particular.

SHAHUL
Bombay

Front Politics And Election
• In "United Front: Politics and Elec-
tions" (January 11) Mr Biplab Das-
gupta is almost impeccable as an aca-
demic political analyst-I am surprised
to read such an academic discussion
in Frontier on such a lively issue.

It should be clearly stated that
election results are not a reliable in-
dex of the condition and mood of the
people. \ Particularly in the rural area
of Bengal elections have no special
political meaning and significance.
The manoeuvring, the complexities
and the subtle hoax of parliamentary
elections are beyond the understanding
of the rural masses as most of them
are illiterate. Parliamentary elections
may have some meaning in a highly'
literate society-thougq there also it is
difficult to understand the prevalent
atmosphere of the society through
elections.

Though the Congress party was in
power in West Bengal from 1947 to
1967, it never received more than 47
percent of the total vote. In the urban
areas where the percentage of literacy
is much higher people showed their
anti-Congress attitude repeatedly; and
a sense of scepticism about the elec-



anly. In case af private sectar steel
plants this figure is abaut Rs. 225 for
every Rs. 100 af capital investment.

Sa, celebrating 1968 is nat just~fied
at all. Only ane thing that can be
cited! in HSL's favaur is the sa-
called sacial benefit ar more specifi-
cally the emplayment af mare than
ane lakh people. But this also. will
not appear satisfactary when the capi-
tal expenditure is campared with the
persans emplayed and the tatal num-
ber af unemplayed persans in India.

SUDHIRANJAN GUPTA'

Calcutta

FEBRUARY

It is nice that yau naw have an art
critic, but it is nat nice when he says
that he is ,daing it under duress.:,..He
says that gaing to. exhibitians is
a matter of daing the dutiful rounds
to. him, nat af enjayment. You will
agree, that can hurt us artists.

He has made a very dangeraus
statement an January 18. He faund
the graup exhibition arganised by the
Birla Academy baring because the
artists were represented by their typi-
cal warks. He had just recently been
to. the annual shaws af the Academy
of Fine Art and! the Saciety af Can-
temparary Artists. As a result, he
felt as thaugh he had already seen. all
af them dnly recently. Did he expect
that we shall all avernight change aur
styles far this exhibitian? Does he

(really wish us to. be such cammercial'"
tricksters? Far how else can one
jump aut of one style and into. anather
each time an exhibitian cames ? Yet
yaur critic daes say that mast of the
warks displayed were af high techni-
cal and artistic atder. I do nat be":
lieve that your critic really desires
that we all became merely excitement-
pedlars? I think he has said some-
thing nat intending it. I do not think
he wish~s to. ,encourage tl1e habit af
painting navelties, a disease af madern
art almast everywhere. But his state-
ment will encaurage many artists to.
exp]are the minds af the critics and the
market far newer sensatians, rather
than their awn sauls.

MOHIM ROODRO
Calcutta ~

Art Criticism

HSL has celebrated its 15th anni-
versary and in this cannection it Cir-
culated a leaflet entitled "1968 A
Year af Gaad Praductian far HSL
Plants". _

Was 1967-68 a year af new achieve-
ment and notable productian far
Hindustan Steel Limited? 'During
'that year HSL suffered a lass af
Rs. 40.12 crores-the· heaviest loss
it has ever incurred in a year. It is
estimated that HSL will suffer a simi-
lar lass during the current year also..
Besides, the accumulated lass of HSL
up to. 31.3.68 amounted to. Rs. 122.44
crares. This means that HSL being
a public undertaking, every Indian
shall have. to. share this loss to. the
extent af about Rs. 2.50. In the list
af the warld's 50 lm;gest steel produ-
cers HSL has came flawn to. the 24th
place fram the 21st which it accupied
in 1966. In 1966 HSL's tatal praduc-
tian af steel was 3,518,000 tannes.
The carrespanding figure far 1967
was 3,458,000 tannes.

The total capital investment af HSL
up to. the year under reference
amaunts to Rs. 1,132.3 crores (the
secand biggest pl)b]ic investment next
to. the Railways). Its tatal sale during
the year was Rs. 264 crares. Thus
far ev'ery Rs. 100 af capital invest-
ment, its sales came to. less than Rs. 24

HSL Celebration

to. the Mela and to. my surprise faund
the anly fareigners in the cangregra-
tian were frOm a fareign consulate,
the American. They must be very
very enthusiastic peaple indeed, to.
pick up an enjayable place to. chit-
chat an· Saturday afternaans.

Ananda Bazar Patrika published an
intriguing repart an the mela an
January 12, Sunday,. which aut]ined
how a few Naxalites were driven aut
of the me]a by the pleasure-seekers
and particularly by My Subhas Mukho-
padhaya, the paet. Whatever be the
plan behind such Mukta Melas, it is
time peap]e came aut af the quiet, be-
fore all of us succumb to. the PL-480
disease.

FRONTIER

GaUTAM BAsu

Calcutta
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"Mukta Mela"

tion is perceptible amang those voters
now j after the mid-term poll it wauld
be deeper perhaps.

Another paint should be clear.
Popular pressures -and discantent after
the food movement of 1966 before,
the 4th General Election were not
for creating a United Front, more
correctly, a united election front, ar far
solving any problem through a fake,
apportunistic united government but
for sb]ving burning issues and ending
the present rotten system.

The declaration of a radical section
of youth that elections ate not the
sa]ution for vital problems must be
considered in this context. Of course,
elections are nat to be boycotted,
but should be used to. spread ideas
,among the rural masses.

ARJuN BANDYOPADHYAY

Naihati

Your issue dated January I! carried
a lat of fascinating reading material,
particularly the carrespandence on
Damning The Ultras (December 28).
Mr Sanjib Sar!car must be congratu-
]ated for coming aut with some inter-
esting facts about the controversial
Bengali writers, which, I hold, are
known to many of us and shauld have
been exposed long ago. It has .not
been done because, even if ane tries
to., the reactionary Press and publishers
wauld not publish it. These days
papular language dailies and weeklies
in West Bengal are averwhelmed by
American influences. While they talk
abaut, 'SwiIpir Swadhinata" (freedom
of the artist) in clasely chasen words,
their activities continue to. belie their
"aim" as well as the struggle af the
masses. Planned propaganda in favaur
af patranised writers and against the
progressives has became a matter af
daily bazaar far them.

Incidentally, I draw YOur attention
to the much publicised "Mukta Mela"
being held every Saturday afternaan
at the Calcutta Maidan. The spansars

.9f the mela are nat unknawn by naw,
and strangely enough, the reports of
the mela mostly appear in Ananda
Bazar .Patrika and Desh. I had been
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/1RESEARCH
BcJEVELOPMENT'

GIVES
\YERSATILE JUTE

BI6 EXPORT
BOOST

rjJ~ Is~;1~~;~~:!~~1 in pVC-coated
pipes; it adds rigidity in the making
of small boats; it is endlessly versatile.
The BIRD-HEILGERS
GROUP is in the ~
forefront in winning
new markets for jute-
the versatile fibre-both here and abroad.

Throughout the wide range of jute's
applications certain qualities stand out:

toughness, lightness, J
'~ resilience: economy.

~¥ That's why jute is
•.,,:""'~ ··'used for wrapping and
packaging, for providing tough

backing for carpets. for reinforcing
laminated boards.
But that's only part of the jute story.
'RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT,
key words in the modern

. industrial world.
are leading to
exciting en'd uses
for the versatile fibre, Jute is now woven
as a fine fabric for the glamorous world

Regd. C 2026
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